MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

A. REQUIREMENTS:
- Comparative Literature 201
- Literature 400 (or similar theory course with broad coverage)

The student must fulfill one of the following two programs of study:

THEORETICAL PROGRAM:
Three units of 300-level foreign language literature

OR

INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM:
Two units of 300-level foreign language literature

B. RECOMMENDATIONS
- Two semesters of a 200-level humanities course
- Second-year competence in a second foreign language

C. JUNIOR QUALIFYING EXAM
   ...
D. THESIS 470 (COMPARATIVE LITERATURE)
   ...

DIVISIONAL REQUIREMENTS

A. REQUIREMENT:
One unit in the Division of the Arts

B. RECOMMENDATIONS:
Humanities 220, or two units from Humanities 211, 212, 231, and 232
A course in literary theory

CREDIT AND DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS

Humanities: HUM 110 or equivalent (3 units)
   ...
You may use courses in your major department to satisfy any one distribution requirement other than Group X.
Group Requirements must be fulfilled by two units from the same subject.

Group A  Literature, Philosophy, Religion, Arts
   ...
Group B  History, Social Sciences, Psychology
   ...
Group C  Natural Sciences
   ...
Group D  Mathematics, Computer Science, Logic, Foreign Language, or Linguistics
   ...
Group X  2 units in any one department outside of the major department
   ...

30 units of coursework, 15 of which must be taken at Reed

6 quarters of Physical Education, 2 of which may come from Community Engagement programs

6 units completed during senior year
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